Heritage Collection
Trends come and go. Style remains.
A fact that is also proven by the new 911 Targa
4S Heritage Design Edition, which pays homage
to the roots of the Porsche brand and, with its
many historical design details, brings a piece of
sports car history back onto the streets of
today.

The Heritage Collection is based on this
Porsche special edition, proving that the 50s
had much more to offer than just petticoats,
sheath dresses, blue jeans and leather jackets.
With gorgeous colours and golden accents, it
breathes retro into your everyday life – but adds
a modern twist.

911 Targa 4S Heritage Design Edition fuel consumption [in l/100km]:
urban 15.0–13.3 · extra urban 8.0–7.6 · combined: 10.3–9.9; CO₂ emissions [in g/km] combined: 235–227
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Men’s polo shirt – Heritage

Women’s polo shirt – Heritage

Women’s jacket – Heritage

Polo shirt for women with iridescent effect thanks to

Collector’s T-Shirt No. 19 Unisex – Limited Edition –
Heritage

Men’s jacket – Heritage

Polo shirt for men with iridescent effect thanks to two-tone

Lightly padded bomber jacket with two patch pockets and

Sporty-chic, lightly padded bomber jacket with two patch

piqué in Bordeaux Red and blue. With three buttons.

two-tone piqué in Bordeaux Red and blue. With collar and

A tribute to the 1950s and the new 911 Targa 4S Heritage

baseball collar. Additional pocket on upper arm and inner

pockets and baseball collar. Additional pocket on upper arm

Gold-coloured Porsche stitching on breast and neck.

feminine V-neck. Gold-coloured Porsche stitching on breast

Design Edition: the Collector’s shirt with print design.

pocket with zip.Decorative details in Bordeaux Red, gold

and inner pocket with zip. Decorative details in Bordeaux

Porsche Heritage label at the hem. 50% cotton,

and neck. Porsche Heritage label at the hem. 50% cotton,

Packaged in an exclusive metal box printed with the same

colour and black. Gold-coloured Porsche stitching on

Red, gold colour and black. Gold-coloured Porsche stitching

50% polyester.

50% polyester.

motif. Includes a postcard explaining the print. Very soft

breast and neck. Porsche Heritage story label in the jacket.

on breast and neck. Porsche Heritage story label in the

quality T-shirt. 100% cotton. In dark grey.

100% polyester, lining: 100% nylon. In Bordeaux Red. Add-

jacket. Outer fabric and padding: 100% polyester, lining:

on: card holder in leather with carabiner for attaching to

100% nylon. In beige. Add-on: card holder in leather with

interior pocket. 100% leather.

carabiner for attaching to interior pocket.

WAP 322 00S–3XL 0L HRT

WAP 323 0XS–XXL 0L HRT

WAP 320 00S–3XL 0L HRT

WAP 321 0XS–XXL 0L HRT
WAP 325 0XS–3XL 0L HRT
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Sunglasses P´8508 – Heritage

Weekender – Heritage

Women’s purse – Heritage

Men’s wallet – Heritage

Credit card case – Heritage

Crest key ring – Heritage

Retro style, modern interpretation: stainless-steel aviators

Modern canvas weekender bag inspired by the

Purse in high-quality cowhide leather with embossed

Wallet in high-quality cowhide leather with embossed

Credit card case in high-quality cowhide leather with

Real leather. Suitable for all Porsche vehicle keys.

from Porsche Design with ultra flexible temples. In stainless

Porsche 911 Targa 4S Heritage Design Edition. Porsche

Porsche logo and zip. Large interior coin compartment

Porsche logo. With coin and various other compartments.

embossed Porsche logo. With eight compartments for

Including gift packaging. Ring: brass. In beige, gold colour.

steel. With ‘Porsche Design’ logo on the lens and temples.

logo and other accents in gold colour. High-quality

with zip and various other compartments. Two banknote

Banknote compartment with divider. 60% cowhide leather,

credit cards and additional compartments. Banknote

Made in Germany.

In gold colour/Bordeaux Red. Made in Italy.

leather straps and adjustable shoulder strap. Inside zip

compartments. 60% cowhide leather, 30% polyester,

30% polyester, 10% microfibre. In Asphalt Grey with

compartment with divider. 60% cowhide leather, 30%

compartment. Including three separate inner pockets for

10% microfibre. In Asphalt Grey with detailing in Bordeaux

detailing in Bordeaux Red. Made in Europe.

polyester, 10% microfibre. In Asphalt Grey with detailing

shoes, shirts and accessories. 35% linen, 40% cotton,

Red. Made in Europe.

WAP 078 508 0L HRT

25% cowhide leather. In Anthracite. Made in Italy.

WAP 050 090 0L HRT

in Bordeaux Red. Made in Europe.
WAP 030 035 0L HRT

WAP 030 034 0L HRT

WAP 030 036 0L HRT

WAP 035 011 0L HRT
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